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Abstract
In this paper, pseudo almost periodic functions onRN , with N an integer larger than 1,
are introduced and some basic properties of them are studied. As an application, we
investigate the pseudo almost periodicity of a weak solution of the semilinear elliptic
equation –u +
∑N
j=1 cj∂ju + f (x,u) = h(x). In addition, a pseudo almost periodic
forced pendulum equation is considered as an example.
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1 Introduction
The notion of pseudo almost periodic functions on R was introduced by Zhang [–] in
the early s and it is a natural generalization of Bohr almost periodicity. In the past 
years, these functions have attracted much attention and have been applied to qualitative
analysis for various kinds of equations (see [–] and the references therein).
The notion of Bohr almost periodicity is also suitable for functions on RN , with N > .
This notion was deeply studied for numerical-valued functions in Bochner’s fundamental
paper []. In early s, Sibuya [] and Sell [] investigated almost periodic solutions
of some linear partial diﬀerential equations. Then Zaidman [] studied almost periodic
functions from RN into a Banach space. Recent work on almost periodic second order
elliptic equations inRN (see, for instance, Pankov [], Fournier et al. [] andN’Guérékata
[]) shows a revival of the interest in this topic.
It is a natural idea to introduce pseudo almost periodic functions onRN and these func-
tionsmay have potential use in diﬀerential equations withmore than one spatial variables.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no literature systematically treating this
yet. So in this paper, we will introduce these functions and study some of their basic prop-
erties. To illustrate their potential use, we also study the pseudo almost periodicity of a




cj∂ju + f (x,u) = h(x), x ∈RN , (.)
where cj ’s are real constants, f and h are pseudo almost periodic functions.
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cj∂jυ + g(x,υ) = h(x), x ∈RN , (.)
where g and h are the almost periodic components of f and h, respectively.
For the existence of bounded weak solutions of equations (.) and (.), we refer to the
work of Fournier et al. []. Our main task is the following two steps.
• We ﬁrstly show the almost periodicity of a bounded weak solution υ of (.). This
result is an improvement of [, Theorem .] where g(x,υ) = g(υ).
• Then, we show that the bounded weak solution u of (.) is pseudo almost periodic by
proving that u – υ is an ergodic perturbation.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section  we recall some basic facts on
Bohr almost periodic functions onRN . Section  is devoted to the pseudo almost periodic
functions on RN . In the last section, we investigate pseudo almost periodicity of a weak
solution of (.) and consider a pseudo almost periodic forced pendulum equation as an
example.
2 Bohr almost periodic functions
Let E =R or C, En be the n-dimensional real or complex Euclidean space with norm |x| =
(
∑n
i= xixi)/ and production x · y =
∑n
i= xiyi for any x, y ∈ Rn. Let N be an integer larger
than . A closed ball in RN (of center x and radius  > ) is deﬁned by B(x,) = {x ∈RN :
|x – x| ≤ }. The cubes in RN are deﬁned by Kr = {x ∈ RN : |xj| ≤ r, j = , , . . . ,N} and
s +Kr = {s + x : x ∈ Kr} where s ∈RN . We denote the Lebesgue measure of a set S ⊂RN by
m(S).
Let X be a Banach space with norm ‖ · ‖. Let C(RN ;X) denote the space of all continu-
ous functions from RN to X and BC(RN ;X) denote the space of all bounded functions in
C(RN ;X). Endowed with the norm
‖f ‖∞ = sup
x∈RN
∥∥f (x)∥∥,
BC(RN ;X) is a Banach space.
We say a set P ⊂RN is relatively dense in RN if there exists a number  >  such that the
intersection P ∩ B(x,) is non-empty, for all x ∈RN .
Deﬁnition . ([]) A function f ∈ C(RN ;X) is called almost periodic, if for every posi-
tive number , one may ﬁnd a relatively dense set T(f , ) in RN , such that
∥∥f (· + τ ) – f (·)∥∥∞ ≤ , ∀τ ∈ T(f , ).
We denote by AP(RN ;X) the space of all such almost periodic functions.
AP(RN ;X) contains the space, Trig(RN ;X), which consists of functions x 	→∑n
j= exp(iξj · x)vj where vj ∈ X, ξj and x ∈ RN , and n is any natural number (see [,
Proposition ..]). Let x ∈ AP(RN ;X). Since for each t, τ ∈ RN , |‖x(t + τ )‖ – ‖x(t)‖| ≤
‖x(t + τ ) – x(t)‖, it is easy to see that the function ‖x(·)‖ ∈AP(RN ;R).
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Lemma . ([, Chapter ])
() AP(RN ;X) is a Banach space.
() For any f ∈AP(RN ;X), the rangeRf = {f (x) : x ∈RN } is relatively compact.
() If f ∈AP(RN ;X), then it is uniformly continuous over RN .
() f ∈ C(RN ;X) is almost periodic if and only if it is normal; that is, the set
{f (· + s) : s ∈RN } is relatively compact in BC(RN ;X).
() If f and g both are almost periodic on RN , then for each  > , the set T(f , )∩T(g, )
is relatively dense in RN .
Lemma . ([, p.])
() For f ∈AP(RN ;X), then






f (x) dx, (.)
where the limit exists uniformly in s ∈RN .
() Let f ∈AP(RN ;R). If f ≥  andM(f ) = , then f ≡ .
The representation (.) has some other useful versions. For example,







uniformly in s ∈RN . For the proof we refer the reader to [].
Let n be a positive integer and 	 be a subset of En. We denote by C(RN ×	;X) the set
of all jointly continuous functions from RN ×	 to X. We give the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition . A function f ∈ C(RN ×	;X) is called almost periodic in x ∈RN and uni-
formly on compact subsets of 	, if for every  >  and compact K ⊂ 	, there exists a
relatively dense set T(f , ,K ) in RN such that
sup
y∈K
∥∥f (· + τ , y) – f (·, y)∥∥∞ ≤ , ∀τ ∈ T(f , ,K ).
Denote by AP(RN ×	;X) the set of all such functions.
Lemma . If f ∈ AP(RN × 	;X), then it is uniformly continuous on RN × K for each
compact subset K ⊂	.
Proof For  > , let l be the length associated with the relatively dense set T(f , /,K ) in
RN such that T(f , /,K ) ∩ B(x, l) = ∅, for all x ∈ RN . Since f is uniformly continuous on
B(, l + )×K , there is a  > δ >  such that when (x′,Z′), (x′′,Z′′) ∈ B(, l + )×K , |x′ – x′′|
and |Z′ – Z′′| < δ, one has
∥∥f (x′,Z′) – f (x′′,Z′′)∥∥ <  . (.)
Let (s,Z), (t,W ) ∈RN ×K be such that
|s – t| < δ, |Z –W | < δ. (.)
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Choosing an τ ∈ T(f , /,K ) ∩ B(–s, l), then one has s + τ ∈ B(, l) and t + τ ∈ B(, l + ).
Therefore, (s + τ ,Z) and (t + τ ,W ) ∈ B(, l + )× K . It follows from inequalities (.) and
(.) that
∥∥f (t,W ) – f (s,Z)∥∥≤ ∥∥f (t,W ) – f (t + τ ,W )∥∥ + ∥∥f (t + τ ,W ) – f (s + τ ,Z)∥∥
+
∥∥f (s + τ ,Z) – f (s,Z)∥∥ <  +  +  = .
The proof is completed. 
3 Pseudo almost periodic functions







∥∥ϕ(x)∥∥dx = . (.)
It is easy to see that PAP(RN ;X) is a closed subspace of BC(RN ;X) and it contains the
space of functions which vanish at inﬁnite as a proper subspace.
As (.), (.) also has another version.







∥∥ϕ(x)∥∥dx = . (.)





= c(N)m(Kr/√N ) = C(N)m(Kr),
where c(N) and C(N) are positive constants.
For each r > , the inclusion Kr/√N ⊂ B(, r)⊂ Kr holds in RN with the usual Euclidean

























Letting r → ∞ in the formula above, we will get the equivalence of equations (.) and
(.). 
We use (.) or (.) in diﬀerent occasions for convenience. For example, (.) will be
used in Theorem . and (.) in Lemma ..
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Deﬁnition . A closed subset C of RN is said to be an ergodic zero set in RN if m(C ∩
Kr)/m(Kr)→  as r → ∞.
Theorem . A function ϕ ∈ BC(RN ;X) is in PAP(RN ;X) if and only if for each  > ,
the set C = {x ∈RN : ‖ϕ(x)‖ ≥ } is an ergodic zero set in RN .







Suppose to the contrary that there exists  >  such that m(C ∩ Kr)/m(Kr) does not
converge to  as r → ∞. Then there exists δ >  such that for each n,
m(C ∩Krn )
m(Krn )









∥∥ϕ(x)∥∥dx≥ m(C ∩Krn )m(Krn ) ≥ δ,
which contradicts the fact that ϕ ∈PAP(RN ;X). So (.) holds.
On the other hand, suppose that (.) is true. That is, for any  > , there exists r > 
such that for r > r,
m(Kr ∩C)
m(Kr)



















<  +  = 
for r > r. This implies that ϕ ∈PAP(RN ;X). 
Lemma . The following statements hold:
() A function ϕ ∈ BC(RN ;E) is in PAP(RN ;E) if and only if ϕ is.
() For each positive integer n,  ∈ BC(RN ;E)n is in PAP(RN ;E)n if and only if the
norm function |(·)| is in PAP(RN ;R).
Proof () For any  > , it is obvious that
C(ϕ) =
{
x ∈RN : ∣∣ϕ(x)∣∣≥ } = {x ∈RN : ∣∣ϕ(x)∣∣≥ } = C(ϕ).
Since the  >  is arbitrary, Theorem . implies the conclusion.
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() By (),  = (ϕ,ϕ, . . . ,ϕn) ∈ PAP(RN ;E)n if and only if ϕi ∈ PAP(RN ;E), i =
, , . . . ,n, the latter is equivalent to |(·)| =∑ni= |ϕi(·)| ∈ PAP(RN ;R), which, again
by (), is equivalent to |(·)| ∈PAP(RN ;R). 
Deﬁnition . A function f ∈ C(RN ;X) is called pseudo almost periodic if f = g+ϕ, where
g ∈AP(RN ;X) and ϕ ∈ PAP(RN ;X). The functions g and ϕ are called the almost peri-
odic component and ergodic perturbation of f , respectively. Denote by PAP(RN ;X) the
space of all such pseudo almost periodic functions.
The decomposition for f above is unique. Otherwise, let f = g˜ + ϕ˜ where g˜ is almost
periodic and ϕ˜ is an ergodic perturbation. Then g – g˜ = ϕ – ϕ˜. If g – g˜ ≡  does not hold,
then by Lemma .(),M(‖g – g˜‖) > . But since both ϕ and ϕ˜ are ergodic perturbations,
M(‖ϕ – ϕ˜‖) = . This is a contradiction.
Lemma . If f ∈ PAP(RN ;X) and g is its almost periodic component, then g(RN ) ⊂
f (RN ). Therefore ‖f ‖∞ ≥ ‖g‖∞ ≥ infx∈RN ‖g(x)‖ ≥ infx∈RN ‖f (x)‖.
Proof If g(RN )  f (RN ), then there exists an x ∈ RN such that infs∈RN ‖g(x) – f (s)‖ >
 > . Since g is continuous at x, there is a δ >  such that |x| < δ implies that infs∈RN ‖g(x+
x) – f (x + s)‖ > . By Deﬁnition ., for  >  there exists l/ >  such that every cube
–x + s +Kl/ , s ∈RN contains at least one point τ ∈ T(g, /). Therefore, if |x| < δ, then
∥∥ϕ(x + x + τ )∥∥ = ∥∥f (x + x + τ ) – g(x + x + τ )∥∥
≥ ∥∥f (x + x + τ ) – g(x + x)∥∥ – ∥∥g(x + x) – g(x + x + τ )∥∥
≥ inf
s∈RN
∥∥f (x + s) – g(x + x)∥∥ – ∥∥g(x + ·) – g(x + · + τ )∥∥∞
> /.
This implies that each cube s+Kl/+δ , s ∈RN contains a ball with radius δ on which ‖ϕ‖ >
/.
Now, we use (.) to show the contradiction. For any positive integer n, we divide
Kn(l/+δ) into nN smaller cubes with edge length l/ + δ who do not have common inner
point with each other. Then, using the volume formulas m(Kr) = (r)N and m(B(, r)) =












· [πN//( +N/)] · δN · 
= [π
N//( +N/)] · δN
N (l/ + δ)N

 > .
Note that the last term in the formula above is independent of n. Letting n → ∞ above,
because ϕ ∈PAP(RN ;X), we get a contradiction to (.). 
Theorem . PAP(RN ;X) is a Banach space.
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Proof Obviously PAP(RN ;X) is a normed linear subspace of BC(RN ;X), and we only
need to show it is complete. Let {fn} ⊂PAP(RN ;X) be aCauchy sequence, gn and ϕn be the
almost periodic component and ergodic perturbation of fn, respectively. By Lemma .,
{gn} ⊂ AP(RN ;X) is Cauchy too. So is {ϕn} ⊂ PAP(RN ;X). Since AP(RN ;X) and
PAP(RN ;X) are closed in BC(RN ;X), there exist g ∈AP(RN ;X) and ϕ ∈PAP(RN ;X)
such that ‖gn – g‖∞ →  and ‖ϕn – ϕ‖∞ →  as n → ∞. Set f = g + ϕ. Then f ∈
PAP(RN ;X) and ‖fn – f ‖∞ → , as n→ ∞. 
Deﬁnition . A function f ∈ C(RN ×	;X) is called an ergodic perturbation in x ∈ RN









uniformly with respect to Z ∈ K .
Let PAP(RN ×	;X) denote all the functions f of the form
f = g + ϕ,
where g ∈AP(RN ×	;X) and ϕ ∈PAP(RN ×	;X).
Let K be a subset of	. A function f :RN ×	→ X is said to be continuous in z ∈ K and
uniformly in x ∈ RN , if for any given z ∈ K and  > , there exists a δ(z, ) > , such that
z′ ∈ K and |z′ – z| < δ(z, ) imply that ‖f (x, z′) – f (x, z)‖ <  for all x ∈RN .
Lemma . Suppose the function f ∈ PAP(RN ×	;X) is continuous in z ∈ K and uni-









∥∥f (x, z)∥∥dx = .
Proof Since K is compact, for arbitrary  >  one can ﬁnd a ﬁnite number, saym, of open
balls Bk with center z(k) ∈ K and radius δ(z(k),  ), k = , , . . . ,m, such that K ⊂
⋃m
k= Bk and
∥∥f (x, z) – f (x, z(k))∥∥ <  (z ∈ Bk ,x ∈RN). (.)







∥∥f (x, z(k))∥∥dx <  , ∀r > r. (.)












∥∥f (x, z(k))∥∥dx +  < 
for r > r. By the arbitrariness of , we get the conclusion. 
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4 Almost periodic and pseudo almost periodic weak solutions
In this section, we simplify the notations forR-valued function spaces in the previous sec-
tions by omitting the value space. For example, C(RN ;R) is replacedwith C(RN ). Also some
new notations will be used in this section, i.e., C(RN ) is the set of all continuous diﬀer-
entiable functions; C∞ (RN ) denotes the set all smooth functions with compact support;
Hloc(RN ) denotes the local Sobolev space of functions which and their ﬁrst generalized
derivatives are locally square integrable; and L∞(RN ) (L∞loc(RN )) is the Lebesgue measur-
able (locally) bounded function space.




j= cj∂ju + f (x,u) = h(x), x ∈RN ,
u ∈ C(RN), (.)
where cj ’s are real constants, f ∈ C(RN ×R), and h ∈ L∞loc(RN ).
Deﬁnition . The function α ∈ Hloc(RN ) ∩ L∞loc(RN ) is a lower solution of (.) if, for


























For the existence of a weak solution to (.) and its relationship with the nonlinear term
f and forcing term h, we refer to the following two lemmas.
Lemma . ([, Theorem .]) Assume that α is a lower and β an upper solution of (.)
and α ≤ β . Then problem (.) has a weak solution u ∈ C(RN ) such that α ≤ u≤ β .
Lemma . ([, Theorem .]) Let h,h,α,β ∈ L∞(RN ). Assume that there exists δ > 
such that
α(x)≤ s≤ t ≤ β(x) ⇒ f (x, t) – f (x, s)≥ δ(t – s). (.)




cj∂ju + f (x,u) = hi(x)
such that α ≤ ui ≤ β , then
‖u – u‖ ≤ δ–‖h – h‖.
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In the remaining of this section, we will consider the almost periodicity and pseudo
almost periodicity of the bounded weak solution of problem (.) under the assumption
that f and h have the corresponding properties.
4.1 Almost periodic weak solution
To show the pseudo almost periodicity of a weak solution u of problem (.), the pro-
cess consists of two parts: obtaining its almost periodic component and then the ergodic
perturbation. This subsection is devoted to obtaining the almost periodic component.
Theorem . Under the assumptions of Lemma ., we assume further that α,β ∈
L∞(RN ) and there exists δ >  such that
ess infα ≤ s≤ t ≤ ess supβ ⇒ f (x, t) – f (x, s)≥ δ(t – s), (.)
where ess inf (ess sup) denotes the essential inﬁmum (essential supremum) of a function.
We also assume that f is almost periodic in x ∈RN and uniformly on compact subsets of R,
and h is almost periodic. Then the weak solution u of (.) in Lemma . is unique and
almost periodic.
Proof The uniqueness of u follows from Lemma ..
From the assumptions, we know that f is almost periodic in x ∈ RN and uniformly on
the compact set [ess infα, ess supβ]⊂R. By [, Theorem .], there exist a Banach space
Y and an almost periodic function –→f :RN → Y such that
∥∥f (· + τ ,u) – f (·,u)∥∥∞ ≤ ∥∥–→f (· + τ ) – –→f (·)∥∥∞, ∀τ ∈RN ,∀u ∈ [ess infα, ess supβ].
For an arbitrary  > , it follows from Lemma .() that T(h, δ  )∩T(
–→f , δ  ) is relatively
dense inRN .Wewill show thatT(h, δ  )∩T(
–→f , δ  )⊂ T(u, ), and thus u is almost periodic
on RN .
Let τ ∈ T(h, δ  )∩ T(
–→f , δ  ). Then u(· + τ ) is a weak solution of the equation
–u(x + τ ) +
N∑
j=
cj∂ju(x + τ ) + f
(
x,u(x + τ )
)
= h(x + τ ) + f
(




x + τ ,u(x + τ )
)
.
Note that both u and u(· + τ ) satisfy the condition in (.). We can take the constants
ess infα and ess supβ as two functions in L∞(RN ), then Lemma . implies that
∥∥u – u(· + τ )∥∥∞ ≤ δ–∥∥h(· + τ ) – h(·) + f (·,u(· + τ )) – f (· + τ ,u(· + τ ))∥∥∞
≤ δ–(∥∥h(· + τ ) – h(·)∥∥∞ + ∥∥–→f (·) – –→f (· + τ )∥∥∞)
≤ ,
i.e., τ ∈ T(u, ). The proof is completed. 
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Remark . Theorem . improves [, Theorem .] where the nonlinear term f (x,u)≡
f (u), which beneﬁts from the applications of the notion of almost periodic dominance –→f
(see [, Chapter ]) and Lemma .().
4.2 Pseudo almost periodic weak solution
Now we assume that f is pseudo almost periodic in x ∈ RN and uniformly on compact
subsets of R and h is also pseudo almost periodic. Let
f (x,u) = g(x,u) + ϕ(x,u), h(x) = h(x) + h(x), ∀x ∈RN ,∀u ∈R,
where g and h are the almost periodic components, ϕ and h are ergodic perturbations.
In the following, we shall use the auxiliary nonnegative function ψR ∈ C∞ (RN ), R ≥ ,
such that for some κ ∈ (, ),
ψR(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩, |x| ≤ R,, |x| ≥ R + Rκ ,∣∣∂γψR(x)∣∣≤ Cγ · R–κ|γ |,
where γ = (γ,γ, . . . ,γn) is the multiple index with the γi ’s being nonnegative integers,
|γ | =∑Ni= γi, ∂γ = ∂ |γ |∂xγ ···∂xγNN , Cγ >  does not depend on R. The function ψR originates
from [, Lemma .] and has been used in [, page ] for another purpose.





j= cj∂jυ + g(x,υ) = h(x), x ∈RN ,
υ ∈ C(RN). (.)
Theorem . Assume that α,α ∈Hloc(RN )∩ L∞(RN ) are lower and β,β ∈Hloc(RN )∩
L∞(RN ) upper solutions of (.) and (.), respectively. Let f be continuous in z ∈ K and
uniformly in x ∈RN for each compact K ⊂R. If there exists δ >  such that
ess infmin{α,α} ≤ s≤ t ≤ ess supmax{β,β}
⇒ f (x, t) – f (x, s)≥ δ(t – s),
(.)
then problem (.) has a unique pseudo almost periodic weak solution u ∈ C(RN ) such that
α ≤ u≤ β whose almost periodic component is a weak solution of (.).
Proof It follows from Lemma . that (.) is also valid when f is replaced with g . In fact,
for each pair of s and t satisfying the condition in (.), g(·, t) – g(·, s) is the almost periodic
component of the pseudo almost periodic function f (·, t) – f (·, s). By Lemma ., for each
x ∈RN there exists a sequence {xn} ⊂RN such that
g(x, t) – g(x, s) = lim
n→∞ f (xn, t) – f (xn, s)≥ δ(t – s).
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Lemmas . and . imply the existence and uniqueness of weak solutions u ∈ C(RN )
and υ ∈ C(RN ) of (.) and (.), respectively, such that α ≤ u ≤ β and α ≤ υ ≤ β.
Moreover, Theorem . implies that υ is almost periodic.
Now if we can show that u – v ∈PAP(RN ), then the proof is completed.




cj∂jw + f (x,u) – f (x,υ) = h(x) – ϕ(x,υ), x ∈RN .























(w ·ψR) dx. (.)









∇w · ∇w ·ψR dx +
∫
B(,R+Rκ )
∇w ·w · ∇ψR dx. (.)
SinceψR is nonnegative,
∫




























 · ∂j ψR dx
]






)N – RN] · ‖w‖∞ ·max|γ |={Cγ }R–κ
= –O(RN––κ) as R→ ∞,
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where ej ∈ RN whose jth element is  and the others are , O is the symbol of inﬁnite of
the same order.

























 + (N – )/
)](
R + Rκ








 + (N – )/
)][(
R + Rκ
)N – RN] · ‖w‖∞ max|γ |={Cγ }R–κ
= –O(RN–) as R→ ∞,
where θ = (, . . . , ) is the zero index.





f (x,u) – f (x,υ)
]












≤ C · R– +Cθ‖w‖∞ · m(B(,R + Rκ ))
∫
B(,R+Rκ )
(∣∣h(x)∣∣ + ∣∣ϕ(x,υ)∣∣)dx, (.)
where C is a positive constant.




m(B(,R + Rκ ))
∫
B(,R+Rκ )
∣∣h(x)∣∣dx = . (.)
By Lemma .(), the range Rυ of υ is relatively compact. We know from Lemma .
that g(x, z) is uniformly continuous in RN ×Rυ . Since f (x, z) is continuous in z ∈Rυ and
















∣∣ϕ(x, z)∣∣dx = . (.)




m(B(,R + Rκ ))
∫
B(,R)
w dx = . (.)
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w dx = ,
i.e., w ∈PAP(RN ). From Lemma ., it follows that w ∈PAP(RN ). 
Remark. Theorem. can also be comprehended in the followingway. If the nonlinear
term g and forcing term h of (.) are perturbed by ergodic perturbations whichmaintain
the monotonicity of nonlinear term and the existence of upper and lower solutions, then
its almost periodic weak solution is also perturbed by an ergodic perturbation.





cj∂ju – f (x) · sinu = h(x), x ∈RN , (.)
where cj ’s are real constants, f and h both are pseudo almost periodic. If there exists an
 >  such that f (x)≥ ‖h‖∞ + , ∀x ∈RN , then (.) has a unique pseudo almost periodic
weak solution such that π < u <
π
 .
A special case of (.) was treated in [, Example .] and [, Example .(b)], where
f (x)≡ a, h is almost periodic and a > ‖h‖∞.
Proof Let g and h are the almost periodic components of f and h, respectively. We need




cj∂jυ – g(x) · sinυ = h(x), x ∈RN . (.)
It follows from Lemma . that g and h also satisfy the relationship that g(x)≥ ‖h‖∞ + ,
∀x ∈RN .
If δ >  is suﬃcient small (< ), then α = π + δ and β =
π
 – δ are lower and upper
solutions of both (.) and (.).
Since –∂u[f (x) · sinu] = –f (x) · cosu is strictly positive when u ∈ [π + δ, π – δ].
Now we can apply Theorem . and get the conclusion that (.) has a unique pseudo
almost periodic weak solution u such that π < u <
π
 and its almost periodic component
is a weak solution of (.). 
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